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The following statement describes the privacy practices for this website.
Visitors may use our website freely and navigate all its pages without any user registration.
We do not collect any personal information from visitors browsing our website other than the
user's IP address. PND and it's website host provider log and use these IP addresses to
diagnose server problems, analyze trends, administer the site, and gather demographic
information for aggregate use. None of this information is shared with any third party.
This website uses cookies to facilitate the operation of our website via a session id and to
store user preferences.
For registered users any personal information collected is not shared with any third party
unless permitted by the user.
Any correspondence sent to us via our contact form, email, or other address is retained unless
requested otherwise. However we will not share this or any information within with any third
party unless authorised by the correspondent. Also any addresses obtained via such will not be
used for unrelated correspondance such as advertising of events unless authorised by the
correspondent.
Visitors may have the option of subscribing to email lists. No addresses obtained by such will
be shared with third parties. Also visitors may unsubscribe to these lists at anytime.
This website contains links to other sites. We are not responsible for the privacy practices or
the content of such Web sites. This privacy document applies only to PND.
PND and it's website host provider provide standard security measures in order to protect the
loss and misuse of sensitive information.
PND and it's website host provider may be required by legal authorities to release information
regardless of our undertakings above. Our site is hosted and authored in Australia and hence
generally only the jurisdiction of Australian legal authorities applies in such cases unless
overuled by international law.
PND's website Terms of Use also applies.
PND may change it's privacy statement from time to time by updating this page. This policy is
effective from June 21st, 2009.
For any questions about this privacy statement please contact us.
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